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Lacho Ayala Motors Supports Used Auto Sales with Carfax Reporting,
Certification, and Maintenance

During the upcoming Holiday season, invest in a used car or truck that is guaranteed to be
premium quality at an affordable price. Lacho Ayala Motors backs their cars up with expert
maintenance AUL certification, and complete Carfax reporting to give their valued customers
the best deal possible.

Houston, TX (PRWEB) January 02, 2013 -- As the year draws to a close, it’s time to take account of your home
and lifestyle, especially the safety and reliability of your automobile. That is why Lacho Ayala Motors of
Houston, TX is proud to promote their high standards of pre-owned car certification before the automobile can
even touch their lot. Lacho Ayala Motors has a commitment to provide Carfax protected and certified used cars
and used trucks during the Holiday season, and year round.

Lacho Ayala understands that during the holiday season, the reliability of your automobiles should be expected.
Each of the used cars sold on Lacho Ayala Motor’s lot meets AUL certification standards, including a full
vehicle history report and complete mechanical inspection to boot. A Carfax history report contains all of the
information necessary to make a safe and price conscious decision on any used auto; including information
such as:

• Accident information
• Number of previous owners
• Service records
• Last reported odometer readings
• Above retail value

Where unscrupulous car dealers are looking to poach an easy sale during Holiday sales drives, Lacho Ayala
wants more for their customers. As a family owned and operated Independent Automobile Dealership, Lacho
Ayala Motors has a commitment to their community because they are a part of the community that they sell to.

Lacho Ayala Motors supports every car driven off of their lot with a 3 month/ $3000 warranty and some of the
most talented maintenance and service mechanics in the state to keep automobiles as healthy and maintained as
the moment they drove off the lot.

Why deal with the price sharks and false promises of profit centric car dealers who want to take advantage of
you during the Holiday shopping season? Stop by Lacho Ayala Motors, or visit their website, to experience
their BBB accredited customer service and Carfax supported pre-owned cars and trucks.
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Contact Information
Lacho Ayala
Lacho Ayala Motors
http://www.usedcarhoustontx.com
(877) 723-2953

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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